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英箪界待望の書!新渡戸博士「随筆集J出づf
by Dr. 1. Nitobe 
Edil:orial Jol:tina 。問 l .ltl s In Two VoIs. 
Handsomely bound in backram about 370 (eac1z 'Vo/.) 
Price ￥2.80 (eac1z) DR hazoN…e authパ Bushido，the Soul of 
]atan"， needs no introduction to most English. read# 
ers， but what follows is said by way of recalling 
a few salient facts about the man and his life. Dr. Nitobe 
was born and bred a samurai， and died a true patriot and a 
great internationalist that his country is proud of. He was 
thus true to the traditions of the samurai， but it was a wonder 
how his samurai-hood imbued and partook of whatever was 
good of the West. His writings are elevating， and reflect a 
purity of thought， a broad-mindedness and a warm heart， as
well as hatred of that which was base. He was an untiring 
thinker， and a man of unwavering conviction. As the direc-
tor of the First Higher School， and professor at Tokyo Im-
perial University， the cradle of a host of leaders of the nation， 
how much he was loved and respected by thousands of young 
students! 
He was born in 1862 in the northeastern part of Japan. 
He studied at the Sapporo Agricultural College， the Imperial 
University of Tokyo， Johns Hopkins University， and at three 
German Universities， including Bonn， Halle and Berlin. He 
was successively professor at the Sapporo Agricultural Col# 
lege， the Kyoto Imperial University， the Tokyo Imperial 
University， and was dispatched to the United States as an 
exchange professor. He was also nominated a member of 
the House of Peers by the Emperor. After returning from 
Geneva， where he had for more than seven years occupied 
the post of the Assistant Secretary-General in the Secretariat 
of the League of N ations， he was Advisory Editor to the 
Osaka Mainichi， English Section， from 1927 to 1933. In 
1933 he died at Victoria， Canada， amidst the love and 'sorrow 
of his countrymen and innumerable friends throughout the 
world. 
The articles contained in these volumes are rather the 
Author's random notes i:han a carefully-planned work like 
his “Bushido "， but they are as valuable and important as the 
more famous predecessor， for they show the man at c10ser 
range and in more familiar aspects， and also may represent 
more mature thoughts and judgements of the Author on as 
variegated topics as came to his daily notice. 
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The TiDles， Literary Supplem'l'nt. London:-The 
authors'五r5tpurpose， incompiling this critical stlldy of Japanese 
edllcation， isto dispel the erroneous idea that Japan before the Re . 
storation of 1868 was a bqrbarous country and to prove， on the con .
trary， howfertilewasthe intelIeEl:ual ground whichenabled the nation 
to assimilate so much of the sciehce and cultme of the West，“while 
aIl the time short-circuiting the W est's centuries of progress." 
Their work， compiled with the assistance of the Department of Ed . 
ucation， contains a good deal of historical backgrollnd， to耳ether
with a detailed survey of administrative rnachinery and organization， 
past and presentj it contains also sorne trenchant criticism. 
Pearl S. Buck. JayJ: -The folk tales of any people are inter .
esting because they reveal a sort of folk mind in which every one 
sharts whether he ackllowledges it or not. Here are colleEl:ed the 
chief of ]apan's folk t3les， pleasantly translated， and now of especial 
significance because they reveal the ways of thinking， ina simple 
fashion， ofa people whom many are五ndingit difficult to understand. 
THE ASIA， Ne'W York. 
The TiDles， Literary SuppleDlent， London: -They 
tel of brave deeds and tragic events in the lives of Dai Nippon's 
most famou. warriors and worthies through the ages.. • As a 
whole， the book ful品Isits author's purpose by presenting in se-
quence some of the salient features of the nation's history. 
'I.'I~e _"shburton Guardian， Ne叩 Zealand:ー Omori
Harris has produced a fascinating story of the Japanese nation， 
limned with light touches and in prismatic colours. The stories 
are so welI written that they read like a novel， with not a dull seト
tence from cover to cover.“]apanese Tales" wiJl appeal to chiト
dren who delight in fancy trees and stories of adventure as rnuch as 
they will interest adlllts who desire to enlari:"e their knowledge of 
the people of the Oriental Empire . 
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Ancient Japan Unite.s for Modern War 
By N. SKENE SMITH 
Formerly Lecturer of the Imperial University, Tokyo 
For more than twelve centuries 
the Japanese people have been divid-
ed into four classes-soldiers, far-
mers, artisans and traders. Their 
class system was originally borrow-
ed from China, but soon became 
quite un-Chinese in its practical ap-
plication. After the restoration pre-
cipitated by Commander Perry and 
his "Black Ships" from the United 
States these official divisions were 
abolished in 1871, but the psychology 
a nd traditions of a thousand years 
still remain. In fact, only through 
a study of them can the present Far 
Eastern crisis be understood. 
From the beginnings of the history 
of Japan the dominant power in her 
politics has been the military. Di-
vided into families or clans, with re-
tainers schooled in rigid traditions 
of loyalty, the Japanese have over 
long periods fought among them-
selves. ·when a strong leader has 
arisen, or when the social structure 
of their country has been threatened 
by domestic upheaval or foreign 
complications, they have always 
been willing, or forced, to sink their 
differences and unite. 
expansion should not be barred by 
what they considered to be the 
sleepy, corrupt and inefficient ad-
ministrations of the nearest coun-
tries on the Asiatic mainland. 
As an army " marches on its stom-
ach," the farmer is still considered 
next in importance to the soldier. 
In olden times he d id not take part 
in the fighting, but managed over 
the troubled centuries to hold his 
land and cooperate with his fellow-
villagers in producing rice, fish, 
vegetables and textile materials. 
In return for the right to hold his 
small plot he had to pay a rice or 
s ilk tax to the soldiers, which seems, 
on the whole, not to have been par-
ticularly heavy until more recent 
Price 5 sen Published by the Hokuseido Nishikicho, Kanda, Tokyo 
!age blacksmiths who made simple 
but efficient agricultural implements 
the designs of which have hardly 
changed for 2,000 years. The ·peas-
ants made most of their other re-
quirements themselves of home-
woven cloth, wood and bamboo. 
These three classes provided the 
essentials of life-defense, food, 
utensils and administration. Mer-
chants became necessary only as 
cities arose. The soldiers despised 
them, but they were tolerated, as 
they made life more cheerful and 
carried out such tiresome functions 
as the settlement of money matters. 
Edo (now Tokyo), the military 
capital, was, how ever, probably the 
largest city in the world by the end 
of the eighteenth century, with over 
a million inhabitants. Its supplies 
were largely drawn from Osaka, "the 
k itchen of Japan." A huge trade re-
The history of Japan shows recur-
ring cycles of unification, relapse 
into luxury and corruption, quarrels 
and intense civil war, the triumph 
of one powerful military family, 
progress in civilization a nd admin-
istration, and then relapse once 
more. In 1853, when Perry arrived 
with his demands, Japan seemed on 
the verge of a relapse after two and 
a half cen turies of centralized gov-
ernment, but the stimulus from a-
broad accelerated the usual process. 
The period of civil wars was very 
short and the coming into power of 
the Emperor Meij i, with the speedy 
triumph of the Sou thwestern mili-
tary clans, enabled a particularly 
rapid progress in civilization and 
administration. r 
Farmers of a village in Toyama Prefecture honouring the spirits of 
Samurai from whom they are descended with sacred dance. 
Meanwhile Japan's military lead-
ers have been kept busy building up 
a modern army. which has fought in 
Korea, China, Russia and Manchuria, 
and now, once more, is in China. 
The Japanese had to be forced into 
contact with their neighbors, but 
soon, with ruthless energy, they set 
about the t ask of making sure that 
the nation's political and economic 
times. His provincial military Gov-
ernors sometimes encouraged agri-
cultural development and public 
works, but they were always keen 
on afforestation, which provided 
charcoal fuel and timber for build-
ing and manufacturing industry. 
The peasant has developed a d ig-
nified docility in the performance of 
his highly technical functions of r ice 
production and silkworm rearing 
and a standard of living amazingly 
economical yet, in many respects, 
very refined. 
The artisans were originally crafts-
men attached to the ruling families 
who provided tasteful pottery, deli-
cately woven cloth, swords (the soul 
of the samurai), bows, arrows and 
military equipment for the whole 
military class. There were also vil· 
suited which attracted many soldiers, 
who were dissatisfied with their pros-
pects of promotion in a peaceful 
world, into the merchant class. 
The spiritual head of the State was 
the Emperor, who lived in seclusion 
with his nobles in Kyoto, often in 
great poverty, for his administrative 
power was small. Here was built 
up an exquisite culture, it1 many 
ways, made more attractive by its 
simplicity. This simplicity, which, 
applied to industrial design, brings 
perfection with great economy of 
effort, may, if it is not drowned by 
the urge to be "up-to-date," one day 
enable Japan to give a lead to the 
world which will only please and 
not frighten. 
Today the soldiers, who are drawn 
from all classes, but largely from the 
peasants, are led by officers who in-
herit the old traditions. The tradi-
tions foster extreme group loyalty 
and the groups often date back to 
the old days of fiefs (local provinces) 
and daimyo (territorial lords). 
In addition to this strange mixture 
of determination, loyalty, ruthless-
ness and discipline, the soldiers 
have an extreme sense of their 
own importance as a class. This 
feeling is not displayed in noisy 
bragg ing, but in a calm aloofness 
from the ordinary man and the use 
of faci al expressions a nd poses such 
as can be seen ·on the traditional 
theatre stage. Provided he is not 
roused to passionate indignation, an 
officer appears gracious, firm, kind 
but distant, with a touch of mystery 
and medievalism. With his modern 
copy of the old two-handed sword by 
his side-for Western-style swords 
are gradually being abolished-he 
still embodies the old samurai spirit, 
with all its faults and virtues. 
The following extract from an of-
ficial primary-school reading book 
has formed part of the ethical teach-
ing of a ll Japan's present fighting 
forces. It was written by the mother 
of a common seaman to her son in 
the Russo-Japanese War. I have 
translated it as literally as possible: 
I have heard that you did not take 
part in the Battle of Hoshima. Also, I 
believe that, at the attack on Wei-Hai-
Wei on the lOth of August you did not 
achieve anything in particular. ·Your 
mother feels sorry indeed. For what 
have you gone to the war? Surely, in 
order to repay the favors of His Im· 
peri a! Majesty by renouncing your life. 
..• Each day I visit the shrine of 
Hachiman [the god of war] and, stand-
ing before it, pray for your glorious 
deeds. As a mother I am only human 
and cannot feel a drop of animosity 
against· my son, but please imagine the 
thoughts which have prompted this 
letter. 
Such teaching is not treated lightly 
by the Japanese soldier. 
Half the people of Japan are peas-
ants, with little money and a heavy 
load of debt. The peasant, never-
theless, is not usually a crushed and 
debased laborer, but seems a reliable, 
smiling and helpful person, who 
takes his part in the organization of 
his village and family and possesses 
strong and constructive views on 
any innovations which are proposed. 
He works hard all the year in 
those districts where the harshness 
of Winter does not keep him inac-
tive. His main amusements are gos-
siping with his family and neighbors 
and occasional visits to temples or 
the city on fete days. Although his 
way of living is much like that of 
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his ancestors-in spite of the influ-
ence of electric light and modern 
fertilizers-his methods of produc-
tion are suited to Japanese condi-
tions of mixed farming on small 
holdings, with family labor and vil-
lage organization for irrigation, 
timbering, fishing and the like. 
He undertakes complex and skilled 
farming operations which have prov-
ed their worth over the centuries. 
His school teaches him to read the 
extremely difficult form of writing 
used in Japan and imbues him with 
a deep sense of local and national 
patriotism. He owes, but, in years 
of depression does not pay, and his 
government can usually protect him 
against eviction. The taxes of small 
landowners, really a form of rent 
paid to the government, are some 4 
per cent of the value of their land 
and are excused in times of distress. 
We must be wary of books based 
mainly on it1'complete statistics. The 
peasant is poor, but not yet des-
perate. 
More than half of Japan's 6,000,-
000 industrial workers are employed 
in small workshops with less than 
five persons. Whether as appren-
tices or members of the master's 
family, they work long hours, 
though not at a very fast pace. The 
majority are men and boys. Their 
work is largely skilled craftsman-
ship -building, carpentry, metal 
work, printing, weaving, ta iloring, 
sandal-making , the manufacture of 
oiled-paper umbrellas, provisions, 
temple ornaments and so on. Their 
life depends on the state of trade 
and the character of their master, 
who after they have served him a 
long period may set them up in 
business as a branch house and get 
them elected to the trade guild. 
The other half of the industrial 
workers are in the large-scale textile, 
iron and steel and other modern in-
dustries. Of these, the men are the 
aristocrats of labor, relatively highly 
paid. The women in these indus-
tries, who are very numerous in tex-
tile factories, are, normally, employ-
ed only for a few years before mar-
riage. They receive their keep and 
a small wage, most of which they 
save for their marriage dowry or, in 
times of rural depression, send to 
their families. In a few industries 
the men belong to labor unions, but 
most workers have to rely upon 
traditional privileges granted them 
by their employers and upon the 
small amount of labor legislation 
which protects them. 
The trading classes are also divid-
VoL. XIV, No.3 
ed into two-the small and the large. 
Conditions in the small trades are 
similar to those in small workshops; 
in fact, it is often difficult to distin-
guish between the two, as many 
shops partly manufacture the goods 
they sell. The large business houses 
are controlled by the same groups 
which run the larger factories, a 
dozen or so mammoth organizations 
which among them have acquired 
controlling rights over three-quar-
ters of Japan's joint-stock corpora-
tions. 
Their methods are a combination 
of traditional family business with 
American and German efficiency 
systems. They try to retain among 
their employes the old conceptions 
of loyalty and it is, for example, no 
accident that station workers sol-
emnly salute the driver and guard of 
every train that leaves or that bus-
girls on duty wave to every bus of 
their own line which they pass. 
The remaining classes- nobles, 
priests and teachers and government 
servants-are respected, but, with 
the exception of the nobles, have 
small incomes. They form only a 
small proportion of the population. 
The present Premier, Prince Konoye, 
belongs to the nobility, who are 
usually in favor of moderation. 
Before the present conflict few ex-
cept certain military groups wanted 
stern measures in China and it is. 
doubtful whether even these groups 
hoped for a large-scale war. How-
ever, the exiled Red army in Shensi 
and the colleagues of Chang Hsueh-
liang forced the cautious Chiang 
Kai-shek to refuse all truces or com-
promise with the Japanese Army in 
the North. 
The extreme danger which then 
faced Japan, coupled with the criti-
cisms of Western countries, at once 
united all classes and the factions in 
those classes. The army could now 
show its worth. The peasants, no 
longer faced with the risk of low 
prices for their products, worked 
with a will and cheerfully sent their 
sons to the army. In trade and in-
dustry there rose a mixture of boom 
and depression, luxury trades being 
hit severely, while those producing 
and selling necessaries found them· 
selves short of workers. 
As the trend in Japan during the 
past six years has been toward ever 
more centralized control of economic 
life, the government was quick to 
produce planning boards, an invest· 
ment control committee, luxury 
taxes and innumerable organiza• 
tions containing economic leaders 
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Hector Bywater, Naval Expert, 
Tells Powers' Building Plans (II) 
The British Navy's "Tribal" class 
destroyers are among the most in-
teresting ships of war now under 
construction. Nor is this merely be-
cause in size and fighting power 
they surpass all previous British 
torpedo craft. Conceived during the 
Mediterranean crisis of 1935-36, they 
represent a frank acceptance by 
naval opinion that like must be met 
by like, as well as to departure from 
the long observed tradition that in 
destroyers there must be a fairly 
rigid proportion of guns to torpe-
does. There can be no doubt that 
the "Tribals " were designed as a 
counter-weight to the exceptionally 
large destroyers which have been 
developed in certain foreign navies, 
and against which the average 
British vessel of 1,350 tons would 
stand a poor chance in action. Thus 
the usual proportion of guns to tor-
pedo tubes has been reversed ; the 
displacement increased by 500 tons, 
and machinery provided for a speed 
which is not likely to be inferior to 
that of any foreign vessel when run-
ning under a full load. Tactically 
they must be considered as fleet gun-
boats, designed to overpower and 
break up by superior weight of gun-
fire hostile destroyer formations. In 
this class the torpedo is definitely 
relegated to a subordinate role. 
The sixteen units of the class have 
identical measurements:- Length 
355ft. 6in.; beam, 36ft. 6in.; draught, 
9ft.; displacement, 1,850 tons. In 
the first seven, which were de-
signed by the late Sir A. W. Johns, 
and experts of all kinds. Outwardly, 
at any rate, the plans seem logical 
and sane and the war is being 
financed by borrowing and taxation 
instead of by a simple inflation of 
the note issue. At the same time 
plans for the economic development 
of North China are being evolved, 
and, what is more, put into force. 
We thus see a united nation con-
taining many factions inside its 
traditional classes, who are likely to 
cooperate during the crisis. They 
can produce enough food, houses 
and ordinary daily necessities for 
every one, except the raw material 
for cotton and wool clothing. They 
must economize in small imported 
luxuries unless their exports are 
sufficiently large to pay for such 
goods in addition to the cotton, 
wool, oil, rubber and iron ore which 
the estimated horse-power is 44,000 
and the corresponding speed 36 
knots. In the nine later boats, for 
which the present Director of Naval 
Construction, Mr. S. V. Goodall, is 
responsible, the machinery may be 
modified, but details have not yet 
been released. The main armament 
in all cases is eight 4.7in. guns, twin-
mounted in gun-houses, with smaller 
A.A. guns and four torpedo tubes. 
The average cost will be £480,000, 
as compared with £325,000 for the 
preceding classes, "H" and "I," of 
1,350 tons. Next in order follow the 
twenty-four destroyers of the "Jave-
lin," "Kelly," and "Laforey" clas-
ses, with a uniform displacement of 
1690 tons and a length of 348ft., 
speed 36 knots, armed with six 4. 7in. 
guns and ten tubes. As the forty 
destroyers now under construction 
average 1,740 tons, it is not improb-
able that a smaller type, of less 
than 1,000 tons, will be evolved in 
the near future for general utility 
purposes. Such a type has already 
appeared in France, Germany, and 
Italy, and there is much to be said 
in its favor. The quality of British 
destroyer construction was brilliant-
ly vindicated last May, when H.M.S. 
"Hunter" struck a mine off the 
Spanish coast. Thisvessel, built by 
Swan, Hunter and Wigham Richard-
son, Wallsend-on-Tyne, had been in 
commission only seven months. Al-
though the explosion practically 
wrecked the hull over a wide area, 
the ship remained afloat and was 
towed to Gibraltar. After temporary 
they require from abroad. Their 
material sacrifices need not be great. 
In return they probably hope for 
a united North China under Japanese 
supervision which may bring them 
markets to replace those from which 
they have been shut out elsewhere; 
development of the largely neglect-
ed Chinese resources which can pro-
vide cotton, coal, iron ore and sup-
plementary foodstuffs ; contact with, 
and perhaps a part in the revival of, 
that centuries-old Chinese culture 
which has already given so much to 
Japan; and finally, a chance to prove 
to the world their capabilities. ) 
What proportion of the Chinese 
people will cooperate willingly in 
this work remains to be seen. This 
will depend upon the kind of class 
system which is built up in China. 
The New York Times Magazine, Jan. 2, 1938 
repairs she was towed the 100 miles 
to Malta, where she is now being 
reconditioned. Those who inspect-
ed the damage on the "Hunter's" 
arrival at Gibraltar were astonished 
that she should have survived. 
Submarines Under Construction 
Eighteen submarines are now un-
der construction: The largest of 
these are the "Cachalot" and "Seal," 
last of a class of six minelaying 
boats, the prototype of which is the 
"Porpoise." Begun in May, 1936, 
the "Cachalot" was launched on 
December 2nd, 1937. Like her sis-
ters, she displaces 1,520 tons, has a 
speed on the surface of 15-i knots, 
and is armed with a 4in. gun and six 
torpedo tubes, beside an outfit of 
mines. The "Seal" is to be com-
pleted before the end of 1938. The 
"Sterlet" is the last of a group of 
twelve coastal submarines, ranging 
from 640 to 670 tons, with a capacity 
for quick diving. The speed is just 
under 14 knots, and the armament 
consists of a 3in. gun and six torpedo 
tubes, all in the bows. The "Triton" 
class, of which there are twelve units, 
represents the latest type of patrol 
submarine Particulars:- Length, 
265ft.; breadth, 26ft.; draught, 12ft.; 
surface displacement, 1,095 tons. A 
4 in. gun is to be mounted and there 
will be six torpedo tubes. The name-
ship of the class is estimated to cost 
£347,900. It is of interest to mention 
that the "Triton" was the last sub-
marine to be designed by Sir A. W. 
Johns, whose genius for this special 
branch of construction was prover-
biaL Few details of the "Unity" 
class are disclosed, l;mt they are 
coastal boats displacing 540 tons on 
the surface and 741 tons submerged. 
Among the large number of light 
surface vessels under construction 
the escort vessels "Brittern," "Black 
Swan," and "Flamingo" are of out-
standing interest. The "Bittern" 
displaces 1,190 tons, is 266ft. in 
length, and has machinery of 330 
S.H.P. for a speed of 18 knots. She 
is armed exclusively with 4in. high-
angle guns, six in number, a fact 
suggesting that her function in war 
would be the protection of convoys 
against overhead attack. Another 
noteworthy vessel is the 815-ton 
minesweeper "Seagull," launched at 
Devonport on October 28th. Her 
hull is welded throughout, and she 
has the distinction of being the first 
rivetless ship to be built for the 
Royal Navy. The submarine depot 
ship "Maidstone" was launched at 
Clydebank on October 21st. She 
displaces S,900 tons, has a speed of 
17 knots, and is to be armed with 
eight 4.5in. guns. The original deli-
very date was November, 193S, but 
this has since been advanced six 
months and she will now be ready 
by May or June next. This is an-
other striking example of the prow-
ess exhibited by the shipbuilding 
industry in meeting the exacting de-
mands of the rearmament program. 
~otor Torpedo Boat 
Apparently the motor torpedo boat, 
which in its modern form first ap-
peared in the Navy in 1936, has come 
to stay. Thirteen were included in 
the program for that year, and ten 
others provided under the current 
estimates. While the first six were 
of 15 tons, with a speed reputed to ex-
ceed 40 nots and launching gear for 
two 18in. torpedoes, the later boats 
are understood to be larger, and 
several will carry 21in. torpedoes. 
Naval opinion as a whole keeps an 
open mind as to the value of these 
craft, which have certainly demon-
strated not their seaworthiness, but 
their ability to maintain high speeds 
under adverse weather conditions. 
The original six made the voyage 
from England to Malta during the 
year without mishap of any kind, 
and are now attached to the Mediter-
ranean command. 
It was announced at Canberra in 
August that three small vessels 
would be built at Cockatoo Island 
Dockyard, Sydney, "for loca l sea-
ward defense." No other details 
have so far been published. The 
cruisers "Canberra" and "Australia" 
are to be modernised and rearmor-
ed. It may be added that the Aus-
tralian defence vote in 1936- 37 was 
£S,SOS,OOO, the hig hest peace-time 
expenditure in the history of the 
Commonwealth. 
United States Navy 
The keel of the battleship "North 
Carolina " was laid at Brooklyn 
Navy Yard on October 27th. She is 
the first capital ship to be s tarted in 
the United States since 1920. A 
sister ship, the "Washington" was 
commenced at the Philadelphia Navy 
Yard last January. The decision to 
build both vessels in Government 
yards was taken in consequence of 
the "prohibitive" tenders submitted 
by contractors. Displacing 35,000 
tons, the ships are to be eng ined for 
a speed of 27 to 29 knots, and their 
protection will be of great strength. 
Since Japan declined to accept the 
14in. gun limit proposed in the Lon-
don Treaty, the "North Carolina" 
and her consort are to be armed with 
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* CHINA'S COMMUNISTS * 
China ? There lies a sleeping giant. Let 
him sleep! For when he wakes, he will 
move the world. - Napoleon. 
The communists in China operate 
a nation within a nation. They have 
their own government, levy their. 
own taxes, maintain armies, schools, 
hospitals, etc. They are believed to 
control 20,000,000 out of an estimat-
ed total Chinese population of 450,-
000,000. Before 1936, their objective 
was to defeat and crush the Nation-
alist Government of Chiang Kai-
shek, which had pursued them un-
mercifully for ten years, and then to 
wage war against Japan. Early that 
year, however, in a change supposed 
to have beeu inspired by the Third 
International a t Moscow, the com-
munists changed tactics, declared 
for a united fron t of all democratic 
forces against Japan, held out an 
olive branch to the Government, and 
offered to renounce their identity as 
nine 16in. guns in triple turrets. 
They will, it is estimated, cost not 
less than £12,000,000 each, and take 
at least 4} years to complete. The 
heavy cruiser "Vincennes" was com-
pleted during the year, and a sister 
ship, "vVichita," was launched at 
Philadelphia on November 16th. 
They complete the total of e ighteen 
heavy cruisers mounting Sin. guns 
to which the United States was en-
titled by the London Treaty of 1930. 
The last ships of the group dis-
place 9950 tons, the machinery de-
velops 107,000 S.H.P. for a speed of 
32.7 knots, and the armament in-
cludes nine Sin. guns and eight 5in. 
A.A. pieces. Protection is afforded 
by a 5in. armour belt amidships and 
two partial 3in. decks, with 5in. to 
6in. armour on the turrets. As in 
the other cruisers of this group, ac-
commodation is provided for four 
aircraft and two catapults. Most of 
the nine "light cruisers " of the 
"Brooklyn" class are now afioat, 
and the nameship and the "Phila-
delphia" are running their trials. 
The others are the " Savannah, 
"Nashville," "Phoenix," "Boise," 
"Honolulu," " Helena," and "St. 
Louis." Particulars : - Length on 
water line, 600ft.; breadth 51ft. 6in.; 
draught, 19ft. 9in.; displacement, 
10,000 tons; geared turbines of 100,-
000 S.H.P., 32.5 knots. The arma-
ment consists of fifteen 6in. g uns in 
triple turrets, of which three are 
communists if China would wage 
war against Nippon. T hey were 
wi lling, they said, to abide by the 
Jaws of a democratic nation, once 
the invader was vanquished, and 
submit to a parliamentary form of 
government, with a democratically-
elected "Congress of National Salva-
tion." 
But almost coincident with this 
change in tactics, Japan renewed its 
demand upon Generalissimo Chiang 
Kai-shek for "military cooperation" 
between China and Japan against 
the communists. Nippon had heard 
of almost legendary feats of the com-
munist forces-of a march across 
the length and breadth of China, 
from the southe·rn Kiangsi prov-
inces, where they were hemmed in 
by superior Government forces, to 
the northwestern province of Sbensi, 
where they are now concentrated. 
Thousands of lives were taken by 
placed forward-the second super-
posed-and two on the quarterdeck. 
There are also eight 5in. A.A. guns. 
No details of protection have been 
released. 
The aircraft carriers "Yorktown" 
and "Enterprise," of 19,900 tons have 
been delayed as the result of restric-
tions imposed by N.R.A. legislation, 
but both began their preliminary 
trials during the year. Certain ma-
chinery defects were then revealed, 
which will delay commissioning un-
til the coming summer. The smaller 
carrier "Wasp," 14,700 tons, is build-
ing at Quincy, Mass. At the close 
of the year forty-four destroyers 
were in various stage o£ construc-
tion. The majority are vessels of 
1,935 tons, with a speed of 36.5 knots, 
and an armaments of five 5in. g uns 
and eight to twelve torpedo tubes. 
Thirteen, however, are vessels of the 
leader type- 1S50 tons, 37 knots, 
eight 5in. guns, and eight tubes. In 
this class the Sin. guns are paired in 
splinter-proof gun houses, g iving the 
ships the appearance of small crui-
sers. Twelve further destroyers are 
to be started in 193S. The sixteen 
submarines now building are a 
standard type of 1450 tons, speed 
unknown, with an armament of one 
3in. gun and eight tubes. The pro· 
gramme for 193S comprises two bat-
tleships, two light cruisers, eight 
destroyers, and six submarines. 
-The Engineer 
(To be concluded) 
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cold, starvation, and the pursuing 
bullets of Chiang Kai-shek, but the 
communists completed their · 8,000 
hegira -in one of the most remarkable 
marches in all history. Japan had 
heard, too, of millions who had join-
ed the march, of the thousands of 
Jives saved through universal vac-
cination, of the widespread elimina-
tion of epidemic and disease, of an 
education program which at last 
began to make a dent in the almost 
universal illiteracy of the people. 
But most alarming to Japan was the 
armed forces of the communists 
which numbered hundreds of thou-
sands. 
Faced with the conflicting de-
mands of the communists and the 
Japanese government, Chiang Kai-
shek attempted to steer a middle 
course. He said he would rather 
have certain areas occupied by Chi-
nese communists than by Japanese 
soldiers, but that he would continue 
his own campaign against the com-
munists. Last winter, Chiang was 
kidnapped by Marshal Chang Hsue-
liang with the help of the communist 
army and was released unharmed 
after he agreed to a number of the 
communists' demands, which are 
believed to have centered around 
the promise that the Generalissimo 
would fight if Japan attacked again. 
Calling themselves the Chinese 
People's Vanguard Anti-Japanese 
Army, they are prepared to throw 
500,000 crack troops against the ene-
my. Their leader and commander-
in-chief is General Chu Teh, upon 
whose head before the current war 
against Japan was placed a price of 
$250,000 dead or alive, by Chiang 
Kai-shek, and whose personal for-
tune has been placed at the disposal 
of the party. President of the Cen-
tral Soviet Government is Mao Tse-
tung, tubercular hero of the march 
who, it is said, exerts a stronger in-
fluence upon the communists than 
any other single man. He is pale, 
coughs continuously. He once cap-
tured 600 Government prisoners, 
talked to them for three hours, and 
then offered them their freedom. 
Five hundred refused to leave and 
asked to join his forces. 
The military forces of the com-
munists are divided into separate 
armies under separate commanders 
who are also responsible for the 
civilian populations in their own 
districts. The most famed, perhaps, 
of these commanders is General Ho 
Lung, who with only 20,000 men ex-
tended the Soviet regions seven years 
ago in western Honan and in Hopei 
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to become a threat to the Wuhan 
and Yangtze central areas. Ho Lung 
now commands the Second Front 
Red Army, said to be the best equip-
ped of all the communist forces. 
Harrison Forman, author and ex-
plorer, is one of the few Occidentals 
actually to have seen the Chinese 
communist government in action. 
The armies, he reports, are better 
drilled and better equipped than gov-
ernment troops. Of the half mil-
lion troops, 120,000 are equipped 
with the latest weapons of warfare. 
The American-made Thompson sub-
machine guns, which became famous 
during the United States prohibition 
era, are used by many divisions in-
stead of ·the usual army rifle. At 
close range, the Thompson sub-
machine gun is as effective as fifty 
rifles. 
Chinese communist leaders declare 
that if a Soviet form of government 
is ever established in China, it will 
guarantee full religious freedom, 
protect the lives, property, and 
rights of all ,foreigners except the 
Japanese, and would be agreeable 
to alliances with friendly foreign 
nations who are prepared to treat 
China as an equal. 
-Current History, Feb. 1938 
NEW LI"FE STIRS IN THE TINY FRENCH 
* * VILLAGES * * 
By MILDRED ADAMS 
AcY·LE-HAMT, Aisne, France 
The best gardener in Acy is a 
Portuguese. The village admits it 
with humor, and also with some 
embarrassment. It offends its sense 
of the fitness of things that French 
soil should yield thus generously to 
the blandishments of a foreigner, 
but there it is. His tomatoes are 
always plump, and he has a way 
with border begonias that brings 
out petals of scarlet velvet as big as 
grape leaves. 
And the new tutor for the seven 
children of the biggest landowner is 
a Canadian-a young priest speak-
ing French with "a barbarous ac-
cent," but seeming very nice. It is 
strange to have so many new ways 
in the village. Things have never 
been the same since M. le Maire 
died, and now, with that Popular 
Front government and all, one can 
never tell what will happen next. 
One would think that Acy would 
be used to changes. It is only a 
short twenty years since that sunny 
hilltop between Soissons and the 
Chemin des Dames was the center 
of a war that swept back and forth 
across it four times, wrecking the 
tower of its church, battering down 
its village walls, turning its chief 
houses into hospitals and army head-
quarters. Yet there is hardly a visi-
ble trace of the wreckage then in-
flicted, and the utter dislocation of 
life then brought about. 
True, you can still find certain 
faded black numerals on house walls 
-painted there by orderly Germans 
to show exactly where specific com-
panies were quartered. You can still 
see, if you look closely, that the tops 
of walls and houses are newer than 
the bottoms. But even that differ-
ence is fading fast. The stone of 
which Acy is built is soft, and its 
surface blends very quickly into a 
yellow-gray blur. Only in the me-
mories of her residents, who crept 
back to take up life in roofless houses 
filled with rubble and gardens torn 
by shells, is the story clear. And 
even there it stands out as a round-
ed episode, complete in itself, hor-
rible while it lasted, but not affect-
ing the basic premise of life, which 
is that Acy does not change. 
In view of the importance of the 
French village in the French scheme 
of things, that premise bears ex-
amination. To the American whose 
idea of France is limited to what he 
sees on the way from Le Havre to 
Paris, the village is an incident, a 
mere freckle on the landscape as the 
train whisks past. But that impres-
sion is akin to the New Yorker's 
fond belief that nothing west of tbe 
Hudson River really matters. It 
vanishes as soon as you leave the 
city gates and set forth on the great 
routes and the little roads that lace 
the land together. 
There are 33,000 communes in 
France (out of a total of some 38,000) 
which have fewer than 1,500 inhabit-
ants. They are the solid and tradi-
tional foundation of "unchanging" 
France, the bulwark against revolu-
tion, the firm hand which holds Re-
publican France on its co.urse when 
Fascists riot in Paris and Commu-
nists gain in the South. Change in 
them is something which the country 
can hardly contemplate with equani-
mity. It was when the villages be-
gan sending Socialist Deputies to 
the Chamber that fearful people 
began to ask, "Will France manage 
to stay with the democracies? Can 
she keep from going too far Left? 
Or too far Right?" 
The best answer to that question 
lies in the villages themselves. They 
are as different as a houseful of 
cousins, and as similar. Morgat in 
Brittany, huddled against the sunny 
side of a cliff to keep off the driving 
wind, is a bright pink village that 
fishes for its living. Acy in the 
North, with her church tower rising 
out of close gray roofs like a mother 
hen spreading wide wings above her 
chicks, grows grain and sugar beets 
on her upland fields. Souillac, smil-
ing in the south on the banks of the 
Dordogne, distills the plums from 
its orchards and the green walnuts 
from its groves to make the heady 
liqueurs that warm its gnarled old 
men. And Les Eyzies de Tayac-
but there is only one Les Eyzies. 
Les Eyzies is a perfect illustration 
of the common belief that the vil-
lages never change, and the obvious, 
if contradictory, fact that they are, 
in reality, changing every day. No 
one knows its exact age, but layers 
of implements and bones found in 
its caves prove the continuance of 
human habitation in that spot for 
thousands of years. Where the first 
Cro-Magnon skull was found a mod-
ern hotel provides· truffle omelettes 
and rooms with bath for American 
tourists. The overhanging rock 
forms the ceiling of one bathroom, 
and the steam from a hot bath re-
leases from the blackened surface 
the smoky odor of prehistoric camp· 
fires. 
Yet if the villages have their differ-
ences, so have they their similarities. 
All of them, even those that date 
merely from Gallo-Roman times, 
have about them a solid look of 
belonging to the land. Their pat-
tern and their purpose are long es-
tablished. They are proud of their 
status; they have no windy ambi-
tions to be cities and no inferiority 
complex because they are not as big 
as their neighbors. 
True, there are intervillage rival-
ries and intervillage fights, but other 
factors than mere size lie at the root 
of such battles and boastings. The 
wine of one is declared better than 
the wine of another, or the girls 
prettier; or perhaps the stones of 
Bergerac cry out against the stones 
of Beynac for indignities suffered a 
thousand years ago and never com-
pletely wiped out. But all of them 
are villages together, and the 
changes which have come to them 
in the past few years have awaken-
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ed the same opposition, the same 
cafe conversations and the same in-
trigues. 
The most obvious of those changes 
were the results of major disasters. 
The World W ar remade the face of 
the North and the world depression 
modi fiecl the pattern of the South. 
One forgets, riding through the 
peaceful Northern countryside, just 
how violent a change the war in-
flicted. There is little sign of it left, 
except in monuments and the wide 
cemeteries wi th the white crosses 
and the black. Yet the whole of 
that peaceful landscape has been re-
bui lt within the last two decades. 
The roads that were little more 
than shattered shell holes have been 
relaid, the torn trees have been re-
placed with new ones, the fi e lds have 
been cleared of high explosives, the 
barns reconstructed and the vi llages 
given new roofs. 
And with the rebuilding came new 
ways of life, clustering mainly about 
the use of electricity and inside 
plumbing. Many householders who 
would never have considered cutting 
through their thick s tone walls to 
let in wire or pipes, who were con-
tent with kerosene lamps a nd the 
pump in the farmyard or the village 
square, decided to have electric 
lights and running water put in if 
the government (using reparations 
money) would pay for them. The 
electric fixtures they bought, with 
their unshaded bulbs and uncertain 
switches, seem a bit primitives to 
American eyes. The plumbing they 
proudly installed leaves certain fa-
miliar refinements to be desired. 
But the fact remains that both the 
running water and the electricity 
did arrive and could be put to work 
on their farms and in their houses. 
To be sure, the peasants were 
very slow in using it. I n the sum-
mertime they rose at dawn and 
worked in the fields until sunset, 
then came home and went to bed as 
soon as darkness fell. Such a life 
left little use or reason for electric 
light. In the wintertime it outraged 
their thrifty souls to be asked to pay 
a r ate based on year-around rental 
of the meter. And the company 
would not take the meter out and 
put it back every six months with-
out making a charge which was un-
bearable. 
But the advent of the radio did a 
great deal to soothe their indignant 
pocketbooks. It gave them a reason 
for using electricity in the summer-
time. It also, in bringing daily 
news reports, crop reports, political 
speeches, had an effect that goes 
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much farther than most people re-
alize. T here are reasons for believ-
ing it more than coincidence that 
the Popular Front government and 
the radio age came hand in hand. 
,') What the war did toward mod-
ernizing the North, the depression 
and the unemployment crisis did for 
the vill ages outside the war areas. 
Here again was national catastrophe 
that ca lled up reserves of energy 
and money to be spent for the com-
mon good. It took the form of what 
was known as the Marquet Plan 
for public works. It set up credits, 
against which the villages could 
draw if they wanted to bring in 
electricity or set up a central water 
system. It resulted not only in a 
new face in cer tain sections, as one 
great water tower after another rais-
ed itself up above village rooftops, 
but it brought a change in the out-
look of the village as electricity 
began its work of lightening hard 
peasant labor and spreading news. 
With the material progress of the 
v illages came other changes, more 
subtle and less easily assessed, in 
these theoretically uncha ng ing nub-
bins of French life. New currents 
filtered in with the refugees who 
took shelter in tolerant Fra nce f rom 
the wrath of dictators. New con-
cepts came over the r adio, along 
witll news from Paris, Lyons and 
Marseilles. French politics, always 
at the boiling point, bubbled so 
fiercely that even the most conserva-
tive of the villages were upset. 
(To be co11cluded) 
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"JAPAN AFRAID OF COMMUNISM" : 
Interesting Review of the Sino-Japanese Relations 
by A Bunrika University Professor 
The case for Japan in the hostili-
t ies now taking place in China was 
explained by Mr. A. F. Thomas in 
an interesting address which he de-
livered at the lunch of the Haslemere 
Rotary Club on Thursday in last 
week. One of his chief points was 
t hat Communists had created a war 
spirit in China, directed against 
Japan, and that Japan had been 
manoeuvred into a position when 
a general war became inevitable. 
Communist rule over the whole of 
China, Mr. Thomas declared, would 
mean the end of Japan and that was 
why she feared it so much. There 
was a large a ttendance at the lunch, 
including several members of the 
Guildford Club, and Mr. A. G. Whit-
cher (president), who was in the 
chair, said Mr. Thomas would speak 
with first hand knowledge of Japan 
where he had lived for some years, 
being engaged in one of the uni ver-
sities. 
Japanese Case Little Understood 
Mr. Thomas said that to convert 
members of the Rotary Movement 
into pro-Japanese was too much to 
hope for, but at least he hoped to 
convince them that Japan had a case. 
Travelling up and down the country 
he found that the majority of people 
understood the Chinese side of the 
question, but little was understood, 
and less was said, of the Japanese 
side of the question. He wanted 
them to understand that he was not 
there as a propagandist. He was 
simply home oa holiday after a long 
stay in Japan. He spoke for Japan 
because he had a great affection for 
the country where he had left his 
family a nd to which he hoped he 
would return. Moreover, he wanted 
to make it clear that far more than 
any of those he. was speaking to he 
deplored the outrages and the inci-
dents that had t aken place in the last 
few months-the Panay, the Lady-
bird and the Bee incidents and the 
shooting of the British ambassador. 
He deplored them because when a 
friend unwittingly wounded them 
they felt it far more than if it hap-
pened to be a passing acquaintance. 
And as the Japanese were his friends 
he could only say, in the words of 
the Japanese Ambassador, that they 
were shocking blunders. It was 
strange and striking that very often 
the immediate victims of such inci-
dents were less intolerant than those 
who were far removed from the 
scene of operations, and the wound-
ed ambassador himself, Sir Hugh 
Knatchbull Hugessen, had declared 
that . "these Shanghai incidents are 
generally the results of hot-headed-
ness by the Japanese soldiers. I do 
not think they are encouraged by 
those higher up." 
The Anglo-Japanese Alliance 
Then came the Russo-Japanese war 
of 1904-5 and he did not think that 
anyone present would accuse Japan 
of being the aggressor in that war. 
That was followed by the Anglo-
Japanese Alliance and that alliance 
was regarded by all Britishers as 
being a boon to Britain. It was of 
considerable value to Japan, but 
Great Britain were the primary gain-
ers by it and if they doubted that let 
them pass on to the third point, the 
Great War, and ask themselves what 
that alliance meant to us in the 
Great War. It was known that Japan 
was strongly tempted to go over to 
the side of Germany and a number 
of Japanese students actually com-
mitted suicide when it was known 
that their country was to come in 
on the side of the allies. Japan kept 
faith with Great Britain and reliev-
ed our Fleet in F ar Eastern waters 
when we needed all our ships in 
western waters to keep us from 
starvation. That was a debt we 
should never forget that we owed to 
Japan. Japan took Tsingtao from 
Germany, but after the war was 
forced to return that port to China. 
What had the Allies given back of 
what they took in the Great War? 
British Insult to Japan 
Mr. Thomas said he wanted to 
emphasize how the pincers were 
closing in on Japan. It was not very 
long after the war that the Anglo-
Japanese Alliance was abrogated. 
That was regretted by the majority 
of people in Great Britain. They 
were compelled to do it by America, 
Canada, Australia and our Colonies, 
but he thought they would deplore 
it in the long run. All that had hap-
pened in the F ar East in the past 
year could never have happened if 
that alliance had not been abrogat-
ed. And even if Japan had done 
anything in the way of threatening 
would it not have been easier for 
Britain to have appealed to her as 
an ally and friend rather than as a 
potential enemy? If there was one 
thing they could not do with the 
Japanese it was forcibly to dicate to 
them. They could do anything with 
them on the basis of friendship but 
dictation only put their backs up. 
After the abrogation of the Anglo-
Japanese Alliance came the Japanese 
fear of isolation and the need of 
arming herself, and Great Britain 
only added insult to injury by con-
structing the Singapore base. At 
whom was that aimed? He thought 
undue pressure was brought to bear 
upon us by Australia, but they knew 
that that base was aimed at Japan, 
and it was significant that it should 
be opened at the present time. 
Branded as an Inferior Race 
With Japan's feeling of isolation, 
and the pincers closing in upon her, 
possibly the last nail in the coffin 
was his fifth point, viz., the American 
Exclusion Act, which branded Japan 
as an inferior race. That was the 
greatest insult that America could 
possibly offer to Japan. It was some-
thing that Japan could never forget 
and which must be put right. Where 
could the Japanese go? They were 
increasing at the rate of nearly a 
million a year. They could not go 
to Australia. A few months ago he 
was travelling with the senior Japa-
nese Consul from Melbourne, an 
Australian of fine English stock, and 
also with a business man from the 
south, and he frankly asked them if 
they thought there was any p'Ossi· 
bility of the Japanese being allowed 
to cultivate some of the northern 
parts of the country which Austra-
lians could not cultivate themselves. 
Their reply was that Australians 
. would go to war to a man to keep 
her white. The same applied to New 
Zealand and very largely to South 
America. There was only one place 
left to her and that was China. 
An Intensive Anti-Japanese Campaign 
Mr. Thomas said Japan had made 
every effort to get China to colla-
borate with her as a friend, but 
China had refused. After the ab-
rogation of the Anglo-Japanese Al-
liance China, following their tradi-
tional character, became intensely 
vain and refused to collaborate with 
Japan because they felt that Japan 
would be a likely victim for them in 
the years to come. Whenever he 
spoke of Japanese collaboration with 
China there was generally a cynical 
smile on the face of his listeners be-
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cause they thought of collaboratiol1 
as force at the end of the bayonet. 
But were they to treat everything 
that Japan said with cynicism. Dur-
ing the period of the Anglo-Japanese 
AlIiance we trusted her and surely 
something she said could be treated 
with sincerit:y. That was why he 
asked them to treat some of these 
assertions with sincerity. There 
was no trouble between Chin丘 and
Japan during the time of the Anglo-
Japanese Alliance but the moment 
that a1liance was abrogated China 
felt strong， believing in her great 
s試tr閃engt出hnume訂ri沈ca叫州1片ya出sb恥e1l1gcapa-
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over， she went to the extent of or-
ganising an anti-Japanese campaign 
such as the world had never known 
before. 
The Question of Aerial Bombardment 
Mr. Thomas said he might be 
wrong in prophesying but there was 
every reason to believe that that 
opinion would be reversed by history 
and that itwoulcl be found that the 
Japanese were fighting the battle of 
the white nations. Certainly that 
was true with respect to Commu-
nism. If they could imagine the 
whole of Europe Sovietizecl that 
would give them some iclea of what 
it woulcl mean to have the whole of 
China brought under the reign of 
Communism. It woulcl mean the 
end of Japan and therefore it was 
no woncler that she fearecl it so 
much. He hacl a great aclmiration 
for Chiang-kai-Shek ancl they knew 
that originally he tri巴CIto control 
the Communist forces in China. But 
after he was kidnappecl they forced 
bim to come over to their sicle and 
their policy was to unify China by 
war against Japan. From that 110・
ment Chinese policy changed Com-
munists were appointed to high posi-
tions in the army and there vvas no 
doubt about Communism being the 
real menace to Japan. They might 
say it was al very we1l taking like 
he was but what about the ruthless 
bombi昭 ofwomen and children by 
the Japanese. His answer to that 
was this: 1n 1925， before an inter-
national Commission of jurists at 
the Hague， J apan appealed most 
strongly for the complete abolition 
of aerial bombarclment in war. Bl1t 
she was opposed by Britain and 
France， and therefore the appeal 
was l1nsuccessful. Lately， the Arch-
bishop of Canterbury had expressed 
the strong hope that aerial bombard-
ment woulcl be abolished altogether. 
Why didn't he and the British Gov-
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marches on its stomach. 胃のIJrifで進軍す
る、股が足りて始めてj社耳Z尚来る
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for general utiIity purposes. 何で1，-
般向の目的のために
in commission. 就役ぜ ろ
drowned by the urge to be up-to-date . . _nameship. 同型経中の代表般
英単純 さが現代式7こらうとする採な街動 escort vessel. 護主主総
lこ依って葬られざる限リ high angle gun. 高角砲(多 くの場合高射-
Wei-Hai-Wei. 成海術 ji包と lfiJ-)
oiled-paper unbrella . 足î~
they receive their keep. 扶持た受tjZ， 
labour union. 殺働組合
joint-stock corporation. 株式合i:l
Shensi. 隙四千f
overhead attack. 頭上よリ の攻苦手(空中
攻撃)
welded throughout . . 全部電気熔fたされ
て居て一本の鋲 L使1:1:れて府ない
submarine depot ship. 治水母由i長
motor torpedo boat. 快速自働水雷蔽EChang Hsueh-liang. 張率良
planning boards. 企割問
investment control committee. 
s come to stay. 存続 して府る
投資監
delivery date. 引渡期IJ(竣工して後令抵恕委員合
the note issue. 紙幣夜行
から海軍へ)
launching gear. 水筒・1護身JJ~Ì>îWJ装置
【Powers'Naval Plansの註】 keeps an open mind. . ... Iこ到して虚
the Mediterranean crisis of 1935-36. エ 心坦懐である
チオヒ ヤ戦!ji'・'{;r時英伊閥係の緊張しれ i時 seaworthil1es. 航海力
の事l'リ the CommonweaIth昔 theCommonwealth 
lil，e must be met by like. ißl~と以て類 l 二 of Austria (主洲粉邦)
1mじなtjhl-.O，エ らぬ
stand a poor chance in action. 戦闘に古士
てJI芽つ見込がI)/い
overpower and break up by superior 
weight of gun fire . . . す ぐれれ る砲火
の膝力に依って I~~kの限主主総lr.li ID.た腿 f到 し
且つli!1援する
draft =0吃乞y水')c.d出is却placωem官ne佃nt=主初)1
=加世位霊f依誌瓜2郊 gunト帽」占house=砲屋 twinト. 
mounted=J聯B邸;袋の
A. A. gun.=anti-aircraft guロ. CI:'i身Hi包)
torpedo tube. 水償援身.J"i:2'
ernment support Japan in 1925? Mr. 
Thomas saicl he might be wrong， 
but perhaps tbe north-west frontier 
of 1ndia provided the answer to that 
question. At a1l events， we had to 
bear this in mind. War to-day was 
not a war between combatants only， 
but a war between peoples. There-
fore let them have no cant on this 
question. Let them abolish war if 
they liked， but do not let them ac-
cuse Japan uncl111y after the strong 
appeal she had made for the aboli-
tion of aerial bombardment as a 
weapon of war. 
1n conclusion Mr. 1'homas appeal-
ed to Rotarians generally not to con-
vict Japan until it had been provecl 
up to the hilt that what it accus巴d
her of was true. 
The presic1ent tbanked Mr. Thomas 
for his address and saicl whatever 
their views 01 the matter might be 
he had given them a great cleal to 
think abol1t. 
-The He'tαld foγF加 'nhα畑 ，Hαslcmcγoαnd
H叩 dheαd，England. Feb. 5. 1988 
prohibitive tenders. 到底承認出来すれ、様
な(1阪件の入札
her consort. (日本語で〕 姉妹艦
amidships. 舵のι1:'央郊に
running their trials. 試;答申~IIl 'I' である
light cl"uiser. 経巡礼:雌
N. R. A.=National Recovery Adminislra. 
tion. 米l到産業復興局(数年前米岡l二於て
企てられれる大復興事業の元締)
【China'sCommunistsの語)
decIared for a united front of. . . 凡ゆ
る民主「内勢力の共同戦線た棒切jしt:
held out an olive branch to. 税辛口た提議
しT:
renounce their identity as communists. 
共産・ l~ と の '!ï!o会の放楽7伊藤I!JJ ずる
Kiangsi. 江西谷
hegira. HH:芝山凶
mal，e a dent. 会ぴ込む
to steer a middle course. '1 n沿行〈
Chang Hsueh-liang. 猿i事$.l
the GeneraIissimo. s七民主で1:1Chiang-Kai. 
sl1巴k(裕介石)のこと
Mao Tse-tung. 毛f~~l来
Chu Teh. 米徳(其首l二生かして捕へて L
殺して揃ヘ Cー1，二十五;筑91:の賞金が懸ら
れてmつれ所の)
Ho Lung. :'fii'[! 
Honan. 湖南行
Wuhan. 武漢(武昌漢口)
Yangtze. 揚子江
submachine gun. 携帯用機関銃(米図のギ
十ふノグなどの使用ぜるしの)
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With NotcJ and Commentary 
by Arundell del se. M. A. (BALL. COLL. OXFOR.D) 
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sOBEsT BsIDGES'S 
TRE TESTAMENT OF sEAU官Y念頭の「日本現代戦のt:めiこ摩図一致す」
なるー交の著者スキー ν・スミス氏1:1:近年ま
で東京帝図大串の講師Tこりし人で、日本経済
奥の研究家である。流石に所論ょく日本の貧
歎た挺へて日本'!J!>索活りしれ丈の「遇」と1:1
逮ふ。
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人雛本日
x x x 
英図第ーの海軍沼へグター・パイ守オター
氏の「建艦する列強JI:I:先月号虎の後ら受げて
英国た彩って米図l二入つt:。濁伊仰やみl正月続
iこ載ぜて終ろ事iこならう。此れ丈の知識でし
.t {仕入れて鐙げI:t::'毎日の新聞の記事が必
ら1'.t.り面白 くなると思ふ。
x x x 
支那の共産主義に就て1:1:之たUak視する
人と過少視する人¢傾向があると云1:1:れて
震るが、本務所載の一文の主日告1:1:其の何れlこ
局するか知らないが、然し支那の共産主義の
最も恐るべ告は其見えざるJWに於て民心に
食 [j¥込みつ 』あるの1ごと云ふ事た云1:1:ざる
に誇って居ると恩ふ。
x x x 
7ラνスの間合の新生活断面一一一図の
民民の勃き1:1:一而o訴の種の記事l二依らなげ
れば分らないと思ふ。
x x x 
東京女狸科大串教授で弊応出版部唆行の
「日本数育II!.Jの著者エー ・エ 7・1・y ス氏1:
目下英図iこ防省中であるが今次の日支事愛
に関税して大lこ日本のために弊じてくれて
居るらしし、。英図から来7こ新聞から或日目タ
事ー ・ 9ラプlこ於げる演説ら抜ヨ詳して置い
t:。板東に於げる日本との提携えP放楽しt:事
や米図が排1委民法王v制定Lt:事1:1:日本lこ
封Lて侮辱ら奥へt:事7ごと論じて居るわれ
り我意た待れものである。
x x x 
読者諸君の大部分1:1:春と共に事年たーっ
加へ7こか或1:1:与窓た去られれ人L多分!こめ
る事と思ふ。皐窓た去られて !.J首Eつ時文に
親Lみ置 〈意味で御愛識の稜ら切望する次
第である。繰リ返し申上げt:様l二、毎日の英
字新聞或1:多数の月刊雑誌中から 債値の多
い興味深い認事待選揮し、これにま定明ら附L
読者に提供し£うとするもので、之れも忠貧
lこ御讃みになって居れI:t::'、大慢の時文英語、
新進言昔、及ぴ悦界の大勢ル知り得£うと云ふ
ものである。光"!.或識者から手紙た頂いて
『此小濁子払忠賞lこ積む事、 二年lこなりまし
れが時文に可なリ親Lむ事が出来る様に な
りましt:。特に記事に重量化があって新鮮味が
あるのと、興味的な事。並i二日本の新聞雑誌
t二!.1.よし、事が多く載って居て知識的に L符
盆さるる事が大でありました。始めの頃/:1字
号!九・引いて火分讃みづらかつれのですが、返
事艇はとて L祭lこなりましt:。御誌のお蔭で
す』と云ふ様な意味の事私書いて寄 こして下
さつれ方がある。編幹部員の深く満足L喜():
とする腕で小遺骨子乍ら Lその使命1:1:大なリ
k感'!J!>新lこしt:次第である@
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正義日本のために!敢然頑迷なる世界の暴論に
銚戟する!川!口!圏際的新聞人ノエル氏新著 1川川川l“川川1
ノエル氏が本書で語る支那及支那事愛に関する巌然たる事責三
と公卒なる論断こそは吾人の云はんと欲する己とを云つたも言
ので正義日本が聞〈ベ〈して聞措か、ざりし寓雷の聾援であるo 言
問的 Typiω1American Fairt附 S 栄養勢 会食言
になし讃三
H FEREY NOEL 優こっ責三
years a foreignωrr吋附dentfor American， British anヂFrt1lrh ると〈新三
前宅wstatersin Eurote， tlze Near East and in Asia. と所 さ岡三
TELLS THE TRUTH は謂れ 目雲
As he sees it about recentωents 思 「る く霊ー _ _ in Asia and suggests the futuγe in は遭観・「三T -' Tl れタト察 I = ."， ，- な園の本 三宮nuyyhe況ノ い豊治 三
。1Jf込~ I主主
山一 ー
ー ー ー冒園H 一三 ， ι1. ga E犀遜三
i la初αnt7ziyhts mH 
~ cノ -'- u 人論 の 雲
i 鞍ふ日本 間話i
三 Clotlz. 250μg/!s Y 2.80 Postage 10sen in Jaμn， 一公に Z
e Nofhing frife， no repefifion ot whaf has been 加明評三
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